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A Brief About Us

1The bird does not sing beause it has a reason: It sings because it has a song.

We are delighted to share that in the last 15 years, 
besides our IT education, craft promotions and skill 
development initiatives for women/ youth, we have 
convened 8 international and above 10 national 
conferences, positioned several exhibitions and 
published over 6 books on ancient India's civilization, 
culture and history. 

thThe 15  Year was celebrated with a grand Ganga Utsava, 
wherein we celebrated the History, Traditions and the 
interesting accounts and Artistic forms of Maa Ganga by 
renowned national and international scholars. The 
Conference and Exhibition was inaugurated by eminent 
personalities and the Closing of the 3 weeks' Exhibition 
was by Chief of Army Gen.(Dr) Vipin Rawat.

Conceptualized in 2001, Draupadi Dream Trust has 
been working for almost two decades on ancient Indian 
Civilization and Cultural Continuity, with special focus 
on Vedic and Mahabharata period. It derives its name 
and inspiration from the historical Mahabharata Epic's 
Panchala Princess, Draupadi. Registered in 2003, at the 
Pandavas' city state-Indraprastha (New Delhi), it is a 
Not-For-Profit, Charitable Organization working with 
the Mission to 

1. Create a better understanding and appreciation of 
our deep rooted cultural continuity and ancient 

history, via revival of ancient era tangible and 
intangible Heritage.

2. Help the women /youth / local community realize 
and build their own capabilities, so that they can be 
an asset to themselves, and thus to family and 
society. 

The Trust is working at the birthplace of Draupadi, 
Kampilia, the famous capital of erstwhile Panchala 
Mahajanapada, in Dist. Farrukhabad, UP, at Pandava 
city Indraprastha, and organizes awareness programs in 
other areas of India too. It follows the, method of 
Research, Advocacy, Awareness, Training and Program 
Implementation, to optimize local growth opportunities 
in Cultural Tourism, in synergy with local Culture, 
Craft, Traditions and History. It has trained thousands in 
various skills and convened many National & 
International Conferences, well documented, and 
positioned Exhibitions on Cities and Arts related to 
Mahabharata and divine river Ganga. The Trust 
conducted a study from 2004  06 in Panchala, on 
'Development Opportunities for local youth / women in 
Cultural Tourism', prepared a DPR for Panchala capital 
Kampilya's development and got project sanctioned for 
the same. 
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Why Cultural Heritage? A proper understanding of 
our Common Cultural Heritage is crucial to creating a 
better understanding and appreciation of our nation's 
cultural continuity and history. It also helps in proper 
perspective of gender parity, and making us understand 
the ancient systems of social engineering where women 
have been equal partners in progress, and caste and creed 
bias did not divide society. 

Why Women and Culture needs our attention? The 
perceptions created over centuries of misrepresentations 
about certain periods of history, and the personalities 
connected to that, have adversely influenced the 

thinking about liberated women of our country. A relook 
on the cultural aspects of status of progressive women is 
needed, and we believe, 'Let's start from begin from the 
very beginning… a very good place to start…when you 
sing you read, you read with A B C, when you sing you 
sing with DO RE ME” (Film, Sound of Music),  and 
when you talk of progressive women, you begin with 
Draupadi! For more, please visit.

 www.draupaditrust.org
Email: draupadi_trust@draupaditrust.org

Neera_dt@draupaditrust.org 
Tel: 011-41750068

A Brief About Us
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Chairperson's Note

Dear Friends and well wishers

It is a pleasure to share with you all that our Draupadi 

Dream Trust has completed 15years of service in the 

field of strengthening the roots of our historical and 

cultural wealth and programs for women/ youth 

empowerment. We have been working with the aim to 

help the individual and community to harness their 

assets, and to create a better understanding and 

appreciation for our ancient cultural and historical 

wealth. Our journey since 2003 has been quite 

remarkable and most satisfying. Starting with the idea 

to restore the status of Devi Draupadi and restore her 

forgotten places of civilization significance, little did 

we realize that a SWOT Analysis of the Vedic 

Janapada and later  Panchala capital Kampala, would 

open for us an ocean of pearls of wisdom and 

knowledge of immense value. It now seems as if some 

divine power guided us to this auspicious land to 

begin a journey to know about Maa Bharti's hidden 

treasure house and nurture it. A storehouse of cultural 

wealth waiting to be explored, and talented women 

and youth awaiting a guiding hand for a better future. 

We feel blessed for this opportunity and have have 

worked tirelessly, dedicating ourselves for the cause.

From 2003 onwards we concentrated on Kampilya, 
with a series of trainings and workshops for IT and 
Vocational skills, also conducting a two year Study on 
'Development Opportunities in Cultural Tourism, 
preparing a Detailed Project Report, with ITDC 
Government of India, for Destination Tourism and 
taking it further through Advocacy for sanction of this 
large project from central government, as well as 
Advocacy for small local needs like a Police Station, a 
Bus service, a Bridge over Ganga river to link South 
Panchal to North Panchala. All these were successful 
initiatives and the Computer Training initiated in 
these early years continues till date. The IT Vocational 
was extended to include the Zardozi artisans' need for 
computer aided designing of 'Khaka' with help of 
Digital pen and slate. Our development plan followed 
an all inclusive holistic pattern, taking along all 
sections of the community, including the farmers 
whon we trained in best practices for cultivating 
Herbal Medicinal Plans, and moving away from the 
harmful Tobacco cultivation. Draupadi's land of birth 
and marriage, Kampilya, has changed much since 
2003.

The explorations at Panchal made us realize the lack 
of knowledge among the general public about depth 
and vastness of our ancient history and civilization. 
This led us to explore the deep roots, and we were 
really fortunate to meet the doyen of Indian 
Archaeology, Prof B. B. Lal, at Hastinapura, in 2008. 
From then started a series of programs on ancient 
Indian Civilization and Culture and so far we have 
organized eight International Conferences, as many 
Exhibitions and various Cultural performances of 
Folk and Classical traditions. Exploring the myths 
and realities about our great Historical Text, The 
Mahabharata, was a natural interest for Draupadi 

CHAIRMAN'S NOTE



Neera Misra
Chairperson-Trust
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Dream Trust, and it gradually acquired core 
importance. Draupadi's second most significant land 
Indraprastha, the most meticulously planned 
beautiful capital city of  Pandavas was in need of 
much attention. Centuries of vandalism, and then the 
post partition India's, decades of  tampering with 
factual history and creation of fallacious cultural 
landscapes at our capital city was a very disturbing 
situation. Thus, to draw attention to the neglect of 

stancient Indraprastha we organized the 1  Indraprastha 
st

Festival at Purana Qila in 2016, on same lines of our 1  
Panchala Festival of 2013.

th
We marked the 15  year of our foundation in 
December 2018 with a Ganga Utsav. With a 
reasonable body of work on The Mahabharata, its 
cities, culture and traditions it was time to celebrate 
the source and cradle of our culture and traditions, that 
Maa Ganga has bestowed us with. The year was 
remarkable as we received the blessings of Jagatguru 
Shardapeetham  Sahakracharya and the Chief of 
Army Gen (Dr) Bipin Rawat, at this Ganga Utsav 
celebrations. By the blessings of the divine river 

Ganga Maa the inauguration, closing ceremony, 
Conference and the Exhibition were well attended 
making it a fantastic success.

Like every year this year too we had a very good set of 
College Interns. Besides training them we exposed 
them to the cultural heritage of Ganga river 
civilization. It is our great privilege that we are able to 
create awareness and interest in our students about 
deep roots and scientic temperament of Bhartiya 
civilization and culture. 

We convey are deep gratitude to all our well wishers 
and supporters for being with us and helping us reach 

th
the 15  year milestone. We thank you all for 
supporting us in our journey for empowering our 
women/ you and creating a better understanding of 
our ancient culture and history. We look forward to 
our continuous support  and generosity in our future 
projects.

Thanking you
Warm wishes
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List of Programs 2018-19

Date Program Title Venue Support By

th7  April 2018 Ayodhya Visit 

th nd5   2  January 2019

th th   
5  & 6  June 2018 Experiences from Army life at 

Srinagar
Visits to bhalu Point, Temples,
Srinagar Site Visits

th
7  June 2018 Draupadi Program for BB Bagh Cant Srinagar, Army 

Army personnel State of J &  K

th
12  June 2018 Shradhanjali to one of our Patrons, Parmarth Niketan,  

Smt Kamla Misra, Mother of Trustees Rishikesh

th st
29  June - 1  July Paper Presentation on-Ancient S R Rao 

Foundation Indian Culture and Bangalore Foundation
History on the Chessboard of 
Scholarship and Politics. At 
S R Rao Foundation

nd
2  Sept 2018 Representation at Janmashtami Chennai  

Celebration of Vishnu Mohan 
Foundation

rd3  Sept 2019 Visit to several Draupadi Chennai 
Amman Temples   

th
30  Oct 2018 Book Release Function with Hon’ National Museum,

Shri Pranab Mukherjee, New Delhi
former President of India  

Ganga Utsav New Delhi  

th5  Dec 2018 Inauguration of Ganga Exhibition New Building IGNCA, Conf by-Ministry of 
and Int’l Conference New Delhi Culture, IGNCA, 

ICHR,

th
6  Dec 2018 Valedictory of Ganga Int’l Lecture Room IGNCA  

Conference New Delhi

th nd5  -22  Dec 2018 Exhibition Highlights, New Building IGNCA 
Visitor Feedback New Delhi  

45The bird does not sing beause it has a reason: It sings because it has a song.



rd23  Dec 2018 Closing Ceremony of Ganga New Building IGNCA Exhibition by   
Exhibition New Delhi IGNCA, Ganga

Mission

nd
2  January 2019 Special Talk on 'Invention of NMCG, Min of Water NMGC 

Rivers: Alexander's Eye and Resources,  India Gate and DDT
Ganga's Descent.’

th th
14  -16  March 2019 Participation and Paper Presentation Chennai CPRIIR 

at conference by CPRIIR on 
“The Mahabharata in 

nd
22  March 2019 Book Release function with Conference Hall, HVPI office and 

Hon. Vice President of India Vice Presidents Draupadi 
Shri Venkaiah Naidu Residence,  New Delhi Dream Trust

Art and Culture”

April 2018- Advocacy for Indraprastha New Delhi, Draupadi 
March 2019 Archaeology Park, Capital Journey Uttar Pradesh Dream Trust 

Museum, Kampilya Development  

Date Program Title Venue Support By

List of Programs 2018-19

Ganga Darshan - 2018

6 The bird does not sing beause it has a reason: It sings because it has a song.
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Ayodhya Visit 

th
7  April 2018

The current Raja of Ayodhya Bimlendra Mohan Pratap 
Mishra honored us by participating in our Cultural 
evening program of Kathak Dance performance on 
Dukh Devi Draupadi Ka, at the Sangeet Natak 
Academy auditorium at Gomti Nagar. As our Trustees 
Gotra appears linked to one of the Ayodhya Kings 
lineage, we were discussing this with him and he 
graciously invited us to visit Ayodhya. He gave us warm 
hospitality, a sumptuous lunch and his son Yatindra, a 
celebrated author on evergreen singer Lata Mangeshkar.

The visit to important places like Hanumangarfi, Kanak 
Mahal and finally the Ram Janmsthan was very 
emotional and heart touching. It was also a nostalgic 
visit as the Trustees had been taken there by their father 
when they were tiny school children. 

It was painful to see that the place of our national idol 
Shri Ram, was like a fortress, full of security at every 
street and corner near the Janmsthan area. The land that 
aspires for Ramrajya has to keep Ram's little enclosure 
in captivity hurts to the core. Why have Bharatvanshaj  
failed their ancestors. Our civilization and culture has 
suffered not so much because of foreigners rule, which 
was merely 90 years' of Bristish in India and 650 years' 
of Muslim mostly in north India. It is our own petty 
wrangling and egos that have failed us. It is the time we 
realize and overcome our weaknesses and work together 
for nourishing, preserving and promoting our Sanatan 
Sanskriti, that has given us our centuries old identity as a 
nation.

At Palace with Raja Bimlendra Mohan Pratap Mishra

Waitng for Ram to Formally Enter his New 
Tech Precast Building Faith Counters Blocks

Waitng for Ram to Formally Enter 
his New Tech Precast Building 

Faith Counters Blocks

At Museum of Raja Bimlendra M P Mishra, with his 
son Yatinder and Draupadi Trust Member Anurag

Ayodhya from Terrace of Hanumangarhi

The bird does not sing beause it has a reason: It sings because it has a song.



Hanuman Garhi VIEW

Ayodhya Visit 

A Mandir View

Hanumangarhi 1

Ayodhya as seen from Hanuman Garhi terrace

At another Mandir Boating at auspicious Sarju river, Ayodhya 

Sarju River, decorated boats Boat Ride

8 The bird does not sing beause it has a reason: It sings because it has a song.



th th5   & 6   June 2018

 A great interest was generated for our Kathak Dance Drama Dukh Devi Draupadi Ka, after its spectacular success at 
the presentations at India International Center and Army House at Delhi. We were invited for the presentation at the 
Army's Srinagar program for officers and others.

The generous hospitality of the Army included site visits at Srinagar. With much care and tight security, our tour was 
organized for the ancient Shakaracharya Temple, Chasme Shahi, Dal Lake and the small but impressive BB Bagh 
Temple having deep traditionally believed links to  the times of Kurukshetra War . As a special request I was allowed a 
visit to the Bhalu point peak of Srinagar. 

It was a humbling experience to be at this topmost height of Srinagar, from where was visible the scenic natural beauty 
of this heavenly place. More than that to learn abou,t and be witness to, the immense challenges faced to keep vigil on 
our nations sacred spatial geography, was another touching experience.

We are indeed indebted to our armed forces and pray for their continued success in killing the demon of terrorism to 
restore the peace and sanctity of Rishi Kashyap's land, Kashmir the crown of Bharat Maa. 

Experiences from Army Life at Srinagar

Bhalu Point, the highest vigil location of Army at Srinagar, State of J & K 

49The bird does not sing beause it has a reason: It sings because it has a song.
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Experiences from Army Life at Srinagar

BB Bagh Cantonment Complex, which showcases the Martyers memorials and has a ancient Temple, Srinagar, State of J& K

Ancient Temple at BB Bagh, Srinagar, State of J & K Ancient Temple BB Bagh Srinagar

The bird does not sing beause it has a reason: It sings because it has a song.
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On invitation of Commandant Srinagar division our Trust presented a cultural program at their BB 

Bagh Auditorium. Two performances of Kathak classical dance were organized by our team. One 

was a brief history of Kathak dance tradition and second was our popular Dance Drama Dukh Devi 

Draupadi Ka. It was a great honor for our Trust to be able to do our bit and associate with the 

families of our brave Army.

th7  June 2018

Draupadi Kathak Dance Drama Program for Army personnel

 “Dukh Devi Draupadi Ka” A Kathak Dance Production of Draupadi Dream Trust
 being staged at invitation of Army, at Auditorium of BB Bagh Cantonment, Srinagar State of J & K

The bird does not sing beause it has a reason: It sings because it has a song.



Shradhanjali to oneof our Patrons, Smt Kamla Misra, Mother of Trustees  

12

th
12  June 2018

th
Early morning of 8  June 2018 was a sad 
beginning. Around 9 am of that fateful day we saw 
the passing away of our beloved 'silent' contributor 
and patron of the work we have dedicated 
ourselves to. Our mother left us. She was always 
there at home, ensuring we get all the comfort after 
grueling tours to remote areas or sitting glued to 
office systems.  Every time I returned from 
Kampilya she would ask me about the state of the 
Temples, the Mango orchards the 'khet' and of 
course the ancestral home. 

Through her I learnt a lot about the historical 
importance of Kampil and she would often tell 
tales that so well authenticated what I had learnt 
from local sources. 

She was very proud to be married into the family of 
the great Sanskrit poet 'Mukut Mani', often 
narrating how her father chose the special groom 
for her from the 'famous Kavirai khandaan'. 
Whenever our Kampil beneficiaries or Computer 
Teacher came from Kampil she would make it a 
point to meet them and narrate tales of the past of 
this historical place. Though her marriage entry 
into this family was at the iconic Meena Bazar 
Kothi at Agra, she often visited Kampilya with my 
grandmother for regular 'Kuldevi' pooja. Prior to 
each of my visits to Kampilya she would remind 
me to do a proper pooja at the ancient Temples but 
especially at the point of our ancestor's Samadhi 
sthal, where it is said his ashes were kept to be 

Trustee with Family

Prayer meeting at Parmarth Niketan Ganga Banks, with 
H H Pujya Swami Chidanand Sarasvati, Sisiter Bhagwati  

The bird does not sing beause it has a reason: It sings because it has a song.



th29  JUNE 2018
  Paper Presentation on  Ancient Indian Culture and History on the Chessboard of

Scholarship And Politics at S R Rao Foundation At Bangalore

Shradhanjali to oneof our Patrons, Smt Kamla Misra, Mother of Trustees 

th
12  June 2018

taken by Maa Ganga herself, as per his own desire 
and prediction. She would eagerly wait for my 
return from Kampilya to hear the latest.... a 
motivation for me to revive the glory of these 
iconic neglected lands of Vedic knowledge, 
Kampilyavasini and Devi Draupadi. 

It is said that they too serve who stand and wait.... 
She served the cause of Nari Shakti and Bhartiya 
Heritage in her own silent way. We pray for her 
peaceful new life in Gods abode and seek her 
blessings to Draupadi Dream Trust from wherever 
she maybe. With the blessings of Maa Ganga and 
Swami Chidanand Saeaswati, her ashes were 
merged with divine waters of Ganga at Parmarth 
Niketan Ashram, Rishikesh.  

Om Shanti Shanti Shanti Om.

413The bird does not sing beause it has a reason: It sings because it has a song.
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Shradhanjali to oneof our Patrons, Smt Kamla Misra, Mother of Trustees  
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At Int'l Conference of S R Rao Foundation, Bangalore, Karnataka

th st
29  June  1  July 2019

'Ancient Indian Culture and History on the Chessboard of Scholarship and Politics'

Long years of dedicated work on ancient Bhartiya 

civilization and culture, by the Draupadi Dream 

Trust, has brought some recognition to us, both 

nationally and internationally. Thus we were invited 

to present a paper at International Conference 

organized by The S R Rao Foundation at Bangalore, 
th st

from 29 June  1  July 2018.

The paper Presentation was titled  Ancient Indian 

Culture and History on the Chessboard of 

Scholarship and Politics. Hopefully the publication 

of this important program will be available soon The 

Abstract of the same is as follows  

A nation's identity is reflected through its cultural and 

historical journey and related achievements.  Culture 

is the soul of any country, geography its backbone, 

philosophy the intellect and history its political 

strength. To know one's country, one has to know all 

these aspects and know them factually, with correct 

perspectives. In this context, how does Bharata, that 

is now India, fare? How many Indians know the real 

history, geography or cultural journey of our country 

as it really happened? This question is pertinent 

because, today when a lay person visits India's 

capital Delhi, one sees many small and big decorated 

monuments that create an impression that Delhi is 

just a few hundred years old Mughal city. Not a 

single place in Delhi reflects its real history of over at 

least five thousand years. What is the reason that 

some of the most artistic marvelous creations of 

ancient India, dating back to thousands of years, 

made with great precession and aesthetics, do not 

figure as a 'world wonder' but a building with 

common domes and minarets covered with marble 

Inauguration Bangalore Intl. Conference

15The bird does not sing beause it has a reason: It sings because it has a song.
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At Int'l Conference of S R Rao Foundation, Bangalore, Karnataka

th st29  June  1  July 2019

and inlay works is propagated as a wonder? What are 

the criteria for deciding the uniqueness of an artistic 

creation? What is the reason for this perception 

verses reality, or subjectivity overpowering facts? 

What is our countries civilization and cultural 

identity and contribution? How many of the current 

generation, young or old know about the rise and fall 

of its civilization wealth, political and scientific 

achievements through centuries of its existence as a 

powerful region? How many know about rulers, 

from 'Jaada (root) Bharata' to 'Dushantya Bharata' 

from where comes the name Bharata, or about 

Vikramaditya (from whom is derived the Vikram 

Samvat dating) or Vedyasa and hundreds of such 

rishis (scholars) who made Bharata the storehouse of 

knowledge and political power that attracted the 

world rulers here?  How many know and believe the 

facts of existence of location of ancient places 

mentioned in our ancient texts? How many even 

know about the facts unearthed about 'Aryans' or 

Dwarka and other places linked to our great epics 

and historical rulers?

As we travel through the past and present Histo-

cultural status of our nation, correlating with its 

political journey, and the work of scholars, we get 

quite clear understanding of how invariably, and in 

most times, politics influenced scholarship and 

documentation. It is worthwhile to know how the 

creation and burial of historical facts and cultural 

identities has affected realistic understanding of 

national character and identity 

This paper proposes to traverse through some 

historical periods of India, highlighting few 

significant political developments, to examine 

Indian Culture and History on the chessboard of 

politics and scholarship.'

Participating at Bangalore Int'l ConferenceParticipating at Bangalore Int'l Conference (1)
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Representation at Janmashtami Celebration of Vishnu Mohan Foundation, Chennai

2 & 4 September 2018

Draupadi Dream Trust was honored to be represented at 
the annual Janmashtami celebrations of the Vishnu 
Mohan Foundation at Chennai. The three days in the 
company of highly evolved spiritual personalities was a 
highly enriching experience. The founder of the Vishnu 
Mohan Foundation Swami Hari Prasad had organized a 
special daylong Vedic Pooja with the best Vedic priests, 
including women Vedic priests. It was meticulous 
detailed initiation and invocation with Mantra 

recitations for almost six hours, followed by Yajna 
offerings. The Swami ji's Ashram had the ambience and 
aura of spirituality, overlooked by the overpowering 
image of his mother who was also his spiritual guru. 

The evening program at Bhartiya Vidya Bhawan was a 
formal program of Krishna Bhakti Music and Dance in 
the classical Karnataka tradition. We were honored to 
speak as a Guest of Honor at this auspicious venue and 
celebration of Lord Krishna.

Chennai Sea Cost

Special Puja for Janmashtami

The bird does not sing beause it has a reason: It sings because it has a song.



Visit To Several Draupadi Amman Temples, Chennai

3 September 2019

18

Knowing of our dedication to Sri Krishna's Sakha 
Devi Draupadi, Swami ji and his devotees generously 
arranged for our visit to several Draupadi Amman 
Temples at Chennai. In the short time available we 
could visit only five Draupadi Amman Temples at 
Chennai city. 

It was an eye opener to actually visit Temples to Devi 
Draupadi and learn about the great reverence towards 
her in South India. It is such a contrast to umpteen 
misperceptions about her in north Bharat, and the 
utter neglect of Devi Draupadi's land of birth 
Kampilya, and her place of Pandav rule from 
Indraprastha and Hastinapura. There is no temple 
here for this icon of women empowerment and 

sacrifice, the protector of Dharma. There is much to 
learn from South India about protection and 
preservation of culture and traditions. When we read 
about so many temples being built by the kings in 

thsouth Bharat around 10  century, we are compelled to 
ponder and realize that while North India was braving 
invaders, plunderers and destroyers of our temples, 
South India was not only building new Temples but 
also ensuring that culture and traditions are preserved. 

Best tribute to our visionary brothers and sisters of 
south India would be to build Vedic style temples in 
honor of Devi Draupadi and Vedic Sanskriti, in places 
associated with Draupadi's life, and our Epics 
Mahabharata and Ramayana.

Some Draupadi Amman temples at Chennai

The bird does not sing beause it has a reason: It sings because it has a song.



National Museum, New Delhi

Book Release Function With Hon' Shri Pranab Mukherjee, Former President of India

419

th
30  October 2018 was a memorable day for our Trust 
and Devi Draupadi. On this day the great Devi Bhakt  
Hon' Shri Pranab Mukherjee, former President of India, 
released our book titled Draupadi and Her Panchala: 
Re-asserting their place in History. In the presence of 
dignitaries like Dr B R Mani, Director General National 
Museum, Major General G.D. Bakshi and my Co-Editor 
Air Vice Marshal Rajesh Lal, the brief ceremony of 
Book Launch was followed by a very powerful 25 
minute speech of Hon'ble Shri Pranab Mukherjee. 

It was no simple speech but a heart rending appreciation 

of an iconic Devi, who has inspired him and many great 

personalities. Shri Mukherjee traced historical 

significance of Panchala Mahajanapada and Draupadi's 

contribution in upholding Dharma despite the 

challenging circumstances she faced. A Statesman 

Politician and scholar of Bhartiya Sanskriti standing up 

to pay tribute to Devi Draupadi was a remarkable 

moment for our Trust. His blessings will always be an 

inspiration for us to achieve the objective of creating a 

better understanding and appreciation for our Heritage, 

Culture and Traditions, especially in regards to Devi 

Draupadi and our Pancham Veda, the Epic 

Mahabharata. 

th
30  Oct. 2018

Hon’ble Shri Pranab Mukherjee Inaugurating the Book Release function, along with Dr. B.R. Mani, (DG, National
 Museum), Maj. Gen. G.D. Bakshi (Retd), Aur Vice Marshal Rajesh Lal (Retd) and Neera Misra.

The bird does not sing beause it has a reason: It sings because it has a song.
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th
30  Oct. 2018, Book Release  National Museum, New Delhi 

Hon. Sri Pranab Mukharjee 
addressing the gathering 

Sri Pranab Mukharjee Honorable Former President of India Releasing the Book 'Draupadi and Her Panchala : 

Reasserting Their Place In History', with Dr B R Mani GH National Museum, Maj. Gen. G. D. Bakshi, Co-

Editor Air Vice Marshal ( Retiar), Rajesh Lal, and Neera Misra, Chairperson-Trustee, DDT.

The bird does not sing beause it has a reason: It sings because it has a song.



th
30  Oct. 2018, Book Release  National Museum, New Delhi 

421

Millennium Post Report

New Delhi: From Dhritarashtra to Duryodhana, 

each character from the epic Mahabharata is 

"alive" today, former president Pranab Mukherjee 

said Tuesday, even as he hailed Draupadi as a 

woman of immense substance who possessed inner 

strength to speak out against "insults and 

injustice". He was addressing a gathering after the 

launch of the book "Draupadi and Her Pancala: Re-

asserting Their Place in History" at the National 

Museum here. The book has over 20 scholarly 

pieces on her.

Draupadi, one of the most iconic female characters 

in the Mahabharata, was the daughter of Drupada, 

ruler of ancient kingdom of Panchala. Mukherjee 

hailed the character of Draupadi for her qualities 

and said she is ever relevant today and it was time 

to recognise and honour this woman of "immense 

substance". "Nearly all papers bring out her inner 

strength, challenging all odds, fighting adversity 

with dignity. And therein lies her inner strength as a 

woman, which tells her to speak out against insults 

and injustice," he said Draupadi's actions and 

reactions emphasize the place of women in society, 

another issue that is ever relevant in today's world, 

he said. "In fact, each character in Mahabharata is 

as alive today as it was during the period when it 

happened. You just have to look around in society 

and you will find a Dhritarashtra, a Duryodhana, a 

Shakuni, but there will always be one Draupadi, 

raising voice for justice," Mukherjee said. "We 
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Dhritarashtra to Duryodhana, all Mahabharata characters 'alive' today: Former Prez Pranab

must all give our unending eternal support to her," 

he said. Dhritarashtra, Duryodhana and Shakuni 

are among the most well-known characters from 

the ancient epic. Dhritarashtra is the blind mythical 

character, who is the king of the Kuru Kingdom, 

who had hundred sons, including Duryodhana, the 

eldest of the Kauravas. Shakuni, maternal uncle of 

Duryodhana, is an extremely intelligent but 

devious man, as portrayed in the epic. The former 

president said many people seem to be lost in the 

misconception and misinterpretation of the 'real 

Draupadi'. "Today's society needs to know about 

the real Draupadi and learn from her intellectual 

and devotional strength. Draupadi is ever relevant 

and it is time, we recognise and honour this woman 

of immense substance," he said. Mukherjee also 

described how Lord Krishna, was Draupadi's 

"friend, spiritual master and guide" and gave her 

energy to raise her voice not only to "overcome her 

trials, but speak up against gender discrimination 

and all sorts of injustice”
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thCelebrating 15  Year of Draupadi Dream Trust with Ganga Utsav

Synopsis

The holiest of holy rivers, the 
Gan?ga,̄ revered by Indians through 
the ages, where a holy 'dip' is said 
to transform one's life, has indeed 
been a lifeline to the spiritualists 
and non-spiritualists alike. It is 
also a well-known fact that 
civilizations originate, evolve and 
spread along these life-lines called 
rivers, just as the Harappan 

civilization did along the Indus and the Sarasvati.While 
Harappa and Mohenjo-daro are now household names, the 
knowledge about the spread, evolution and maturity of 
civilization in the Gan?ga ̄ valley, although well 
documented, is not so well known. 

T h e  D r a u p a d i  
D r e a m  T r u s t ,  
celebrating fifteen 
years of its birth in 
2018 ,  p l ans  to  
h i g h l i g h t  a  
civilization that 
n e e d s  m o r e  
e x p o s u r e  b y  
h o l d i n g  a n  
i n t e r n a t i o n a l  

conference and inviting scholars who have worked, 
excavated and written about the Gan?ga ̄plain with an aim to 
establish a mosaic from the Upper Gang?a ̄ plain to the 
Lower Gan?ga ̄plain through the Middle Gan?ga ̄plain. The 
participants will include archaeologists, historians, art 
historians and geologists and will be brought together in a 
three-day International Conference and Exhibition on 
'The Archaeological, Cultural and Historical 
Significance of the Gan?ga ̄Plains'. It is proposed to hold 
this Conference in November 2018 at New Delhi, with 
eminent scholars on the topic, as per list attached. The folk 
and traditional performances and arts will also be 

presented to give a holistic view of the great culture and 
civilization of the Gan?ga?-Yamuna? areas, including the 
prominent kingdoms of Kuru, PanÞcha?la, Kasìi?, Videha and 
Magadha, which also cover our two important epics,the 
Ra?ma?yanaòand the Maha?bha?rata.

The Upper Gan?ga? plain includes the Yamuna?-Gan?ga? doab. 
It may be recalled that the Late Harappans, after the drying 
up of the Sarasvati?, moved eastwards into the doab in the 
Upper Ganga plains and rehabilitated themselves in the 
regions of Hulas, Alamgirpur, etc. Hastina?pura, situated on 
the Gan?ga?, gave to India a pottery immediately succeeding 
the Harappan, which was named as the Painted Grey ware 
(PGW), a type which abounds in the upper Gan?ga? plains. 
These cover almost half of Uttar Pradesh and the eastern 
limit can be said to be Allahabad-Faizabad railway line. 
This boundary is based on various cultures like the Copper 
Hoard/Ochre ColourWare (OCP) and the PGW which 
predominate this region. It is host to many archaeological 
excavations including those in the PanÞcha?la region, the 
land of Draupadi? and of the epic, Maha?bha?rata. The area 
covers archaeological cultures from the Mesolithic 
onwards.

T h e  w e s t e r n  
boundary of the 
Middle  Gan?ga? 
plain starts with 
t h e  e a s t e r n  
boundary of the 
Upper Gan?ga?plain. 
I t s  e a s t e r n  
boundary has no 
physical turn but 
covers the eastern 

Uttar Pradesh and Bihar plains. It does cover Gorakhpur, 
Patna, Varanasi and Bhagalpur. The most notable culture 
of this region is that associated with the Northern Black 
Polished Ware (NBPW). It is the land of Ka?sìi?-Videha, and 
combine it with Ayodhya?, it is the land of the epic 

5th December 2018, 
thInternational 7  Annual Conference & Exhibition 

Significance of the Ganga River Civilization, its Global Spread and Impact
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Ra?ma?yanòa.  The PGW is not in abundance here. The rock 
shelters and the rock paintings in the Vindhyan and Kaimur 
ranges tell a story of the ancient man in the region. 
Settlements of Iron age are in evidence in these plains.

Roughly, the eastern boundary of the Lower Ganga plain 
can be said to commence from the Chhota Nagpur plateau 
in the west to the Assam-Bay of Bengal longitude in the 
east. It includes the Kishanganj tehsil in the west and the 
entire West Bengal. In evidence are the early, middle and 
late Stone Age tools. Megalithic sites and early Iron age 
pottery like the NBPW is in abundance.

The Conference will deal with various aspects of the 
problem, such as the origin of the Gan?ga? Valley 
Civilization, its gradual evolution and the efflorescence. It 
will also deal with town-planning, fortifications, systems of 
drainage and water-management. Specialized industries, 
trade and trade-routes will be discussed, so also the origin 
of coinage, weights and measures. In fact, all aspects of 
urbanization, including the development of art-forms, will 

be taken care of. As necessary, individual sites, such as 
Hastinap̄ura, Ahichchhatra,̄ Kaus´am̄bi,̄ S´rav̄asti,̄ Raj̄ghat, 
Pat̄aliputra, Raj̄gir, may be discussed individually. Then 
there are many religious as well as secular texts, such as the 
Arthas´a¯straby Chan̄?akya and As?t?a¯ddhaȳi ̄of Pan̄?ini which 
throw valuable light on the early historic times. Their 
contents, as necessary, may be discussed. Attempts will be 
made to bring to life the Gan?ga ̄Valley Civilization in all its 
aspects.

An important point to note is that whereas the Indus-
Sarasvati ̄Civilization remained confined to these valleys 
with a marginal extension to Gujarat, the Civilization of 
the Gan?ga ̄ Valley influenced not just the entire Indian 
subcontinent, Pakistan in the west, Bangladesh in the east 
and Sri Lanka in the south, but also South East Asia, which 
has traditional oneness in history and culture. The 
influence of the Ganga River spread far and wide as per 
records from Greek chronicler Megasthenes, a wooden 
plaque in a Church in Sweden and the famous Fountain of 
four Rivers at Rome. Interestingly the Fountain artist 
represents the river as a Male figure, revealing the cultural 
difference in understanding Maa Ganga of the Bharata 
tradition. 

Aim: 

1. To create a better understanding and appreciation of 
ancient Indian civilization, history and culture. 

2. Rekindle Cultural historical connect with Maa 
Ganga, to create awareness for respecting and 
preserving its sanctity.

The two days International Conference titled 
Significance of the Ganga River Civilization, Its 
Global Spread and Impact was organized by the 
Draupadi Dream Trust in collaboration with IGNCA 
and part support of Ministry of Culture and ICHR. 
Renowned scholars representing the states of 
Uttarakhand, Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, West Bengal, Tamil 
Nadu and Haryana, alongwith scholars from France 
and Sri Lanka presented papers on various aspects of 

River Ganga. The main subjects covered were Archaeology, Geology, History, Art and Traditions. From Ganga in Texts, 
Inscriptions and rituals to its social impact and impact and responsibility due to pollution and water loss, all topics 
generated much interest. The papers were of high standard and brought out the significance attached to its reverence, 
instilling commitments for preservation and cleanliness.

thCelebrating 15  Year of Draupadi Dream Trust with Ganga Utsav
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Inauguration of Ganga Exhibition & Int'l Conference

th
5  December 2018

New Bulding IGNCA, New Delhi

The Ganga Utsav programs were inaugurated in the presence of eminent personalities like Shardapeetum 
Shakaracharya, Eminent Archaeologist Prof B B La, Member Secretary IGNCA Dr Sachidanand Joshi and 
renowned scholars from India and Abroad.
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th nd5  December 2018  2  January 2019

Ganga Utsav

thThe 8  Annual Conference and program of the Draupadi Dream Trust was on the topic of Divine River Ganga. Having 
covered the Indus Saraswati Civilization and Culture in two previous programs of 2010 and 2015, it was also time to take a 
deeper look in the Ganga River Civilization and Culture. Most places associated with the Mahabharata are on the banks of 
the Ganga Yamuna belt and the culture of Ganga Yamuna Saraswati had commonality that has survived uncountable 

thcenturies. Every auspicious ritual of Bharta begins with Ganga Jal, the pine pure waters. Thus, to celebrate the 15  year of 
our formal foundation, we dedicated the program to Maa Ganga and her contribution in our civilization and culture. 

Ganga Utsav was organized with a Two days' International Conference titled - ...../ An Exhibition titled Ganga Maa Tujhe 
th rd

Pranam was positioned from 5 - 23  December 2019 and there were also special programs for Children;s Painting 
Competition as well a Special Talk by a scholar from USA, on the topic on river Ganga - 'Invention of Rivers: 
Alexander's Eye and Ganga's Descent.

H H Shankaracharya Sharda Peethum and being taken around the different sections of Ganga Exhibition.
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Rajesh Lal AVM For Prof. B.B.Lal

Shri  Come Carpentier

Shri Abhay Misra

Shri Bhuwan Vikarm

Shri D .N.  Dimari

Shri DharamVeer Sharma

Prof D. P . Tiwari Prof. D.P. Tewari

th th thInternational Conference (7  Annual), 5  to 6  Decemner 2019

Significance of the Ganga River Civilization, Its Global Spread and Impact
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Prof Durga Basu and  Prof. J .N. Pal

Prof. Anura Manutanga

Prof. Deen Bandhu Pandey

Prof. Durga Basu Prof .Rana P. B. Singh

Dr. T. S. Ravishankar
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The Valedictory Session of the Ganga Conference was graced by Shri Ram Bahadur Rai ji, Chairman of the 
IGNCA, alongwith other dignataries. 

Dr. D .K. Hari

Dr. Rachana Sharma Dr. B R Mani
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Dr. Anand BurdhanDr. P Nag

Shri K N P Raju Shri R K Shukla

Shri S. K .Manjul Shri K.N. Dikshit

Shri Ram Bahadur Rai Shri K.N. Dikshit & Shri Come Capentier
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thLecture Room IGNCA New Delhi, 6   Dec 2018

Valedictory of Ganga Int'l Conference

The two days International Conference titled Significance of the Ganga River Civilization, Its Global Spread and Impact 
was organized by the Draupadi Dream Trust in collaboration with IGNCA and part support of Ministry of Culture and 
ICHR. Renowned scholars representing the states of Uttarakhand, Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, West Bengal, Tamil Nadu and 
Haryana, alongwith scholars from France and Sri Lanka presented papers on various aspects of River Ganga. The main 
subjects covered were Archaeology, Geology, History, Art and Traditions. From Ganga in Texts, Inscriptions and rituals to 
its social impact and impact and responsibility due to pollution and water loss, all topics generated much interest. The 
papers were of high standard and brought out the significance attached to its reverence, instilling commitments for 
preservation and cleanliness.

Conference on 
Significance of the Ganga River Civilization, Its Global Spread and Impact

th6  Dec 2018 - International Conference
PHOTOS OF GANGA CONFERENCE CLOSING CEREMONY 

Chairman IGNCA (Valeditery Chief Guist) with Scholars and Trust Member/Valanters

Closing Session Dignitaries Sri Ram Bahudur Rai Delivering Valeditery Address
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Closing Ceremony of Ganga Exhibition, New Delhi

We were much blessed to have the gracious presence of the 
Chief of Army General (Dr) Bipin Rawat as the Chief 
Guest for the Closing Ceremony of the Ganga Exhibition 

th  rdheld from 5 - 23  December 2019, at New Building 
IGNCA, with collaboration of IGNCA.  Much  value was 
added to this auspicious Closing Ceremony by the spirited 
participation of the Director General NMCG Shri Rajiv 
Ranjan Mishra and Executive Director NMCG Shri Rajiv 
Kumar, with other dignitaries like Lt General (retd) Vishnu 
Kant Chaturvedi and IGNCA MS Dr Sachidanand Joshi. 

The Exhibition showcased Ganga in Ancient Texts, in 
Archaeology, via Geography, Ganga in Traditions, in 
Foreign Accounts and Ganga through Arts dating back to 
the Gupta period onwards. Interesting accounts of 
Foreigners and their graphic illustrations of the Ganga of 

th ththe 18  and 19  Century made the Exhibition very 
representative from national and international aspects. The 
ancient tradition of having Ganga and Yamuna at the 
Tempe entrances was depicted by real size Ganga 
gateways that gave the venue a Temple ambience. 

It was really a great honor to welcome the General and take 
him through the displays of multiple aspects which help us 
assess the significance of Maa Ganga in our lives. The keen 
interest and thoughtful questions and observations by the 
Army Chief made us realize the importance he gave to 
learning about Bhartiya Cultural roots that come from this 
divine river Ganga. Hailing from Uttara Khand, the 
General understood and the spiritual connect and humbly 
bowed in reverence to the Replica of the world famous 
Ganga image that was found from a Temple, during 
excavations at Panchala region of Uttar Pradesh. 

Dignitaries Dr. Sachidanand Joshi MS, IGNCA, Sri Rajiv Ranjan Mishra DG NMCG, Sri Rajiv Kumar ED, NMCG, Lt. Gen. 
Vishnukant Chaturvedi, Shri Yogesh Ji, and others waiting for Chief Guest of Closing Ceremony, Army Chief.
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Ms. Neera Misra Welcoming Gen. (Dr.) Bipin Rawat, Chief of 
Army  Chief Guest of Ganga Utsav Exhibition Closing Ceremony

Shri Rajiv Ranjan Misra DG, NMCG welcoming Army Chief

Dr. Sachidanand Joshi Welcoming Army Chief Army Chief beng escorted to Ganga Exhibition by 
Ms. Neera Misra and Dr. Sachidanand Joshi
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Army Chief, Gen. (Dr.) Bipin Rawat taking deep interest in Various sections of Ganga Exhibition
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Warm 'See-off' to  Chief Guest Gen. (Dr.) Bipin Rawat at Closing Ceremony
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GANGA UTSAV 2018

th rdGanga Darshan Exhibition 5   23  Dec 2018
Closing Ceremony Photos 

Gen. (Dr) Bipin Rawat, Chief of Army at Exhibition  Gen. (Dr) Bipin Rawat, Chief of Army at 
Exhibition and sharing his remarks 

rd23  Dec 2019 Closing Ceremony of 
Ganga Utsav Exhibition

Shri Rajiv Ranjan Mishra, DG NMCG, welcomed at 
Closing of Ganga Utsav Exhibition

Army Chief Delivering his Valedictory Address at
 Closing of Ganga Utsav Exhibition.
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GANGA UTSAV 2018

Visitors at Ganga Utsav Exhibition

Students of Painting Competetion at Ganga Utsav Exhibition

Visitors at Ganga Utsav Exhibition

Visitors at Ganga Utsav Exhibition
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Purnakumbha 
representing Ganga  

and Yamuna flanking the 
doorway, Early Western 

Calukya 6th century 
A.D., Aihole, Mysore.

Ganga and Yamuna
as guardians of the 
gateway of siva, Gupta,
5th century A.D., Dah
Parvatiya, Assam.



Some Remarks and Feedback about Exhibition
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Chief Guest General Bipin Rawat

The work undertaken by Smt. Neera Misra and her 
organization is highlighting the importance of Ganga is 
commendable. It is important for all Indians to 
understand the relevance of river Ganga in our history.

Our people must be undertaken by the society. We 
appreciate the mission of Smt. Neera Misra is this 
venture and to appreciate the relevance of Swachh 
Ganga mission.
Jai Hind.

CommentsName

Tara Gandhi Bhattacharya
This exhibition should be permanent for all

Koenraad ELST, Indologist
Uniquely impressive !

Lakshmi Singh, Journalist (9560129783)
Breathtaking. Enlighting experience. Kudos to you for 
keeping the tradition alive by this initiative.

Pradeep Singh, Journalist  (9582142665)
LkkfgR;] bfrgkl] iwjur~o vkSj /keZ ds lkjs pj.kksa esa xaxk 
dk oj.k

Yashasvi Sharma - Good to see that an initiative has 
been taken to educate people about the current scenario 
of our Ganga , whom we all worship but fail to clean and 
take care of . Such a sad state to see it being polluted , 
more action should be taken . Good effort taken to 
display work.

Sanghamitra Basu, Scholar  (981977008)
Well researched work. Very informative. Wonderful 
thoughts, and nicely displayed.

Puja Singh - Very Educative and Innovative exhibition

Amrit Tandon (8076327680)- Exhibition very well conceptualized and executed.
Alka Mathur - Great effort. Congratulations.

Shraddha Mathur - An all important effort to raise awareness of what is more than a river.

Polu Srinath, (9010341194) - Great experience .Learnt a lot about Ganga .

Manshi Singh , (9413182310) - Excellent exhibition and informative.

Prashant Chauhan, Amity University Noida - Very nice exhibition and purpose is very important to save Ganga

Ishan Shekhar, Singh villa, Raison, Kullu (H.P - mRd`’.k dksfV dh çn”kZuh esa dksbZ dke ughaA fprjksu dh cksyh 
mi;ksxh esa vkck;ksa dks oku ds ozr esa yk;k x;k gSA fo/oald vkSj iwoZcks/kd “kCn esa%

Pradeep Sharma, (Researcher on amir khusro - Wonderful exhibition

JG Chang and Ka - It's a very comprehensive and deep score of ganga from ancient till today. I personally agree to 
keep clean the environement for everybody to preserve the historical  places. I'm from Korea and we have proven E-
Waste bin technology and willing to share and contribute your holy activity .

Shrimati Rita Singh
(hindi salahkaar Samiti Vitt Mantralay Bharat Sarkar , H.P

Ma ganga aapko pranaam. Ab tak tumko dekha tha , ghuma tha , tumhari godh me khela tha, jab bhi tumhe sparsh kiya 
ma ki godh yaad aati hai .Aaj tumhe is roop dekh kar man to dhrabit hua hai ki maine , hum sabne tumhein kis roop se 
kis roop me laa diya, pahucha diya. Par is avastha ka adhyayan , manan , chintan aavashyak hai . aaj ki paristithi mein 
tabhi to hamari nayi peedhi tumhare gaurav roop , paavan pavitra roop ko , jo maata sita ki tarah pavitra rahi , aaj 
humein sochne ka sahas kar rahi hai ki hum sab ek mat ek bhav ke saath aapki pavitrata ko banayein rakhein . bahot 
bahot shubhkaamnayein neera ji ko . Neera ji main aapke saath hun Ganga ma ke kaarya sampan mein .



Special Lecture on Ganga River at NMCG Auditorium 

Jaswant Singh Mathuri - Ganga mission pradarshani ek shogh ke Vishay hai . Ganga ke prati jaagruk karna uski 
pavitrata hetu namami gange mission apne ache kaarya se apna parichay de rahe hain . NGO ko hardik badhai .

Ranju Minhas

 Congratulations to the team of Draupadi Trust for such a beautiful presentation on river Ganga . Guru 
Nanak ji had said 500 years ago in last shlok of tapji sahib pawan guru , pani pita , mata dhant mahata… Its 
time we care and preserve our natural resources . once again salutation to madam Neera ji and her team for 
wonderful display on river Ganga .

Dinesh Singh Rawat 
Har har gange, kalyug ke teerth ganga ko mil kar swacchh banao.

S.K.Tiwari
I really appreciate the efforts made by government to clean the Ganga.

Mamta Sharma
Well documented exhibition covering essence of Ganga ma.

Harsha Rani
A good initiative for conserving the river Ganga, the exhibition is interactive and impressive.

Nibhlesh (Chairman) NRI Relation Council Learnt much from this beautifully curated Exhibition.

Arman Haque Absolutely phenomena.

T.P. Pathak IGNCA - Very nice effort.

Dilshad - Well done.

Arpita - Appreciate the initiative !!informative!

Anup K Das  -Great initiative 

Aman Gopal -Namami Gange Namami Gange!!

Yashpal - Really beautiful exhibition on Ganga ma . All the pictures are really beautiful.

Afsar Ali  -The exhibition plays the best harmony of Divinity , the most beautiful waves of art and aesthetic .

Dr.Ranjit Benera -(Associate Professor , dept.of Sanskrit ,DU)- the exhibition reflects the indian culture 
; The description of Ganga has been highlighted in the exhibition which is very much helpful to know about 
Ganga .
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ndSpecial Lecture on Ganga River at NMCG Auditorium 2  January 2019  

The Draupadi Dream Trust organized a Special 
lecture on some research being conducted on river 
systems and river management. The program 
organized in collaboration with National Mission for 
Clean Gang, at their auditorium. The speaker was  
Dilip da Cunha. 

Dilip da Cunha, is an architect and planner based in 
Philadelphia and Bangalore. He is co-director of the Risk 
and Resilience program at the Graduate School of Design, 
Harvard University, and Adjunct Professor in Urban 
Design Program at Columbia University.

His work has focused on how water is visualized and 
engaged in ways that lead to conditions of its excess and 
scarcity, but also opportunities that its ubiquity offers for 
new visualizations of terrain, and resilience through 
design. This focus has guided his collaborative work with 
his partner Anuradha Mathur in diverse cultural milieus 
such as Mumbai, Jerusalem, Bangalore, the Western Ghats 
of India, Sundarbans, Coastal Virginia, the US Mexico 
border, Rajasthan, and Varanasi. They are authorsof 
Mississippi Floods: Designing a Shifting Landscape 
(2001), Deccan Traverses: the Making of Bangalore's 
Terrain (2006) and Soak: Mumbai in an 

Estuary (2009), and editors of Design in the Terrain of 
Water (2014).In 2013/2014 they led a Penn Design Team 
for the project Structures of Coastal Resilience for 
Tidewater Virginia with a focus on Norfolk supported by 
the Rockefeller Foundation.

Mathur and da Cunha have received many awards in their 
career and are regularly invited to present their work and 
ideas in academic and professional forums in the US, 
India, and other places in the world.

In 2017 they received a Pew Fellowship Grant. The 
Fellowship was awarded in recognition of their 
collaborative work that imagines new possibilities for 
design of the built environment and challenges the lines 
separating land and water, urban and rural, formal and 
informal environments, among others. The award also 
acknowledged to their work-in-progress for a multimedia 
exhibition titled 'Ocean of Rain,' and da Cunha's book ‘The 
Invention of Rivers: Alexander's Eye and Ganga's 
Descent'that was published this November by the 
University of Pennsylvania Press. The book in particular 
but also their larger body of work questions the separation 
of water from land and posits rain as an alternative to 
rivers, particularly in the monsoon belt.

Distinguished audience from NMCG , ASI,  Press and general public at our Special Lecture  on Ganga River.
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nd2  January 2019

Shri Rajiv Ranjan Mishra DG NMCG 

Shri Mishra Addressing the Audience 

Ms. Neera Misra Addressing the Participants
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Special Talk 

'Invention of Rivers: Alexander's Eye and Ganga's Descent.'

thAs a part of the Ganga Utsav program and our 15  
year celebrations, we organized a Special Talk on 
river Ganga, titled 'Invention of Rivers: 
Alexander's Eye and Ganga's Descent.' This was 

ndheld on 2  January 2019, at the conference room of 
NMCG, in collaboration with National Mission for 
Clean Ganga, Ministry of Water Resources. It was 
an opportunity to know the perspective about our 
lifeline River Ganga from the viewpoint of a foreign 
studied scholar. 

The speaker, Dilip da Cunha, is an architect and 
planner based in Philadelphia and Bangalore. He is 
co-director of the Risk and Resilience program at the 
Graduate School of Design, Harvard University, and 
Adjunct Professor in Urban Design Program at 
Columbia University.

His work has focused on how water is visualized and 

engaged in ways that lead to conditions of its excess 

and scarcity, but also opportunities that its ubiquity 

offers for new visualizations of terrain, and resilience 

through design. This focus has guided his 

collaborative work with his partner Anuradha Mathur 

in diverse cultural milieus such as Mumbai, 

Jerusalem, Bangalore, the Western Ghats of India, 

Sundarbans, Coastal Virginia, the USMexico border, 

Rajasthan, and Varanasi. They are authorsof 

Mississippi Floods: Designing a Shifting Landscape 

(2001), Deccan Traverses: the Making of Bangalore's 

Terrain (2006) and Soak: Mumbai in an Estuary 

(2009), and editors of Design in the Terrain of Water 

(2014).In 2013/2014 they led a PennDesign Team for 

the project Structures of Coastal Resiliencefor 

Tidewater Virginia with a focus on Norfolk supported 

by the Rockefeller Foundation.
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Participation and Paper Presentation at Conference by CPRIIR, Chennai

th th14   16  March 2019

We were invited by the C.P. Ramaswami Aiyar 
Foundation, Chennai, to present our work on ancient Vedic 
Janapada Kampilya. The topic was Kampilya: 
Archaeology and History. It was a great privilege to be part 
of this very high value conference on Mahabharata and 
amongst the renowned scholars on this subject. Our paper 
gave a brief on the antiquity and Historical significance of 
Kampilya and then showcased the Archaeological 
explorations and Excavations undertaken. The paper was 
much applauded, the Abstract of which is as follows  

Ancient Kampilya, current Kampil, still breathes through 
the cluttered environment of 'confused culture'. Retaining 
its identity through centuries, it has in fact been the playing 
ground for claimants of its rich history and culture. 
Existing as a state that was once ruled by patrons of 
knowledge and culture, it was the cradle for deep research, 
rich cultural seeds sown through ages flowering into 
Upanishads, Charack Samhita and innumerable books of 
the Ganga culture and philosophy that defined Bharata and 
Aryavarta. 

Becoming the capital city of the powerful Panchala 
Kingdom, it rose to great fame during the Dvapara period 
of the Kurukshetra War. This was the place of Panchala 
princess Draupadi's birth and Swayamvaara. In later years, 
Lumbini Prince Sidhartha is believed to have attained 
'swarga' or obtained insight into a world beyond the 
material world, which is commemorated at the Buddha 
pillar at Sankisa (part of ancient Kampilya). Is Kampilya 
also the Kapilavastu linked to Buddha? 

Having footprints of Satyuga, Tretayuga, Dvapara yuga, 
Kushsna period, Gupta times through documented 
'itihasa', traditions and temple remains, it naturally 
attracted the attention of the archaeologists. Alexander 
Cunningham, Benaras Hindu University and even Italian 
scholars have devoted much time unearthing the culture 
and history of this special city-state of ancient pride. 

Through this paper we propose to showcase the Textual, 
Archaeological, Artistic and Cultural aspects of Kampilya, 
one of the ancient pivots of politics and culture.

Neera Misra Presenting Paper Dr. Nandita Krishna honouring Neera Misra
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nd
22   March 2019

 

Book Release Function with Hon. Vice President of India

The Draupadi Dream Trust has been associated and 
has had the patronage and knowledge support from 
Prof B B Lal since almost a decade. The more we 
interacted with him the more we realized his depth and 
interest in unearthing the clues to our ancient 
Civilization and Cultural roots. We were keen to 
express our heartfelt gratitude to the doyan of Indian 
Archaeology and worked for almost three years to 
finally bring out a ruich set of three volumes in his 
honor. It has contributions to leading scholars from 
India and abroad as well as some young scholars. The 
first volume was devoted to his life and work while the 
other two were papers and reminisces from his juniors. 

To Felicitate a stalwart of our nation who contributed 
almost 72 years to archaeological research, and was 
still active at the ripe age of 97, needed a person of 
great eminence. Thus we were very fortunate that the 
Hon'ble Vice President of India consented to our 
request to release this import book. The Hon'ble Shri 
Venkaiah Naidu ji also hosted the program at his 
residence. After a brief welcome by the Chairperson of 

The Hon. Vice President of India Shri Venkaiah Naidu was kind enough to take out time from his tight schedules 
to Release our 3 Volume book titled Felicitating a Legendary Archaeologist B B Lal.

Draupadi Dreanm Trust and Introduction of Prof B B 
Lal by Dr B R Mani, DG National Museum, Prof Lal 
spoke for about six minutes narrating his important 
findings. 

The almost 35 minutes address of the Hon'ble Vice 
President was a pleasure, like icing on the cake. He 
spoke at length on the importance of Cultural 
Heritage preservation and the pearls of wisdom of 
Bharat that have given a colorful mosaic which 
dazzles the world with its united cultural continuity. 
He expressed his deep admiration for the 
contribution of Prof Lal and satisfaction for our 
efforts for this program. He thanked the Trust for 
making him a part of the valuable book launch. His 
humility and generosity impressed each of us, as he 
personally hosted us for tea and interacted with all. 
We are indeed blessed for his support to us and thank 
him and his office for the wonderful finale to our 
three years' efforts to felicitate one of our great 
scholars.
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Hon’bleVice President of India Shri Venketaswar Naidu Releasing Book by Draupadi Dream in House of Prof. B.B. Lal 
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Mahabharata Manthan book (image of bk), Review by Shankar Sen, Major General, Additional DG of Army Postal 
Service

Book: Mahabharata Manthan, Vols 1 & 2
Editors: Neera Misra & Rajesh Lal 
Publication: BR Publishing Corporation, 2019 
Price: Rs 5000 

Draupadi Dream Trust, New Delhi, has brought out 
Mahabharata Manthan, a two-volume set of 30 papers, 
edited by Neera Misra, founder trustee and chairperson 
of the Draupadi Dream Trust, and Air Vice-Marshal 
Rajesh Lal. These were part of the International 
Conference held in July 2017 in New Delhi. The focus is 
on the historiography and historicity of the epic and a 
critical evaluation of the Critical Edition of the MB. 
Related topics like geography, archaeology, 
astronomical dating, philosophical perspectives, etc 
have also been covered. The valedictory address by Dr 
Bibek Debroy, eminent economist and Sanskrit scholar 
who has translated the Critical Edition into English, 
prefaces the book.

The book also has some impressive plates at the end of 
Volume 1. Due to paucity of space only some important 
papers are reviewed. What is striking about the book at 
the first glance is its presentation. It is tastefully 
conceived, very elegant and pleasing. The miniature 
used on the cover is beautiful and relevant. The editors 
and the publishers must be congratulated for such an 
attractive production. It is indeed a collector's item.

Six papers examine the date of MB from literary, 
archaeological, astronomical and geographical angles, 
deluging us with a plethora of differing dates.

BB Lal gives a date of 900 BCE depending on 
genealogical tables of the Pauravas from Puranas and 
some archaeological finds of pottery ware. DK and 
Hema Hari give the exact date of Krishna's birth as 27 
July 3112 BCE, the MB war as beginning on 22 
November 3067 BCE and many other dates. They claim 

the Mohenjodaro steatite of 2600 BCE depicts the 
Yamalarjuna episode of Krishna's life, so that Krishna 
existed before 2600 BCE. This interpretation is not 
generally accepted. The threeheaded seal in the Dvaraka 
excavations is claimed to tally with the identity seal 
“given to the people of Dvaraka in the Mahabharata 
text”. No date of the seal has been given. Hari Nilesh 
Oak and Aparna Dhir conclude that the war occurred in 
5561 BCE on the basis of “more than 215 specific 
astronomy references” in the text. This is fortified by 
non-astronomical evidence in the MB such as, 
hydrology, climatology, oceanography, anthropology 
and genetics.

In an excellent article, BR Mani deftly considers most of 
the evidence finally arriving at 3102 BCE as the year of 
the war. Mohan Gupta, in another fine essay, fixes 17 
October, 1952 BCE for commencement of the war and 
provides other connected dates. Ashok Bhatnagar's 
highly technical essay, using astronomical software, 
pinpoints Bhishma's demise on 20 September, 1793 
BCE, the war beginning on 14 October, 1793 BCE, etc.

Thus, there is total confusion. The possible date ranges 
between 900 BCE and 5561 BCE! But one thing is clear. 
The scholars are on the right track. There are possibly 
some glitches in the Stellarium and Planetarium 
softwares which need to be looked at. Archaeological 
evidence must be more conclusive.

The Critical Edition (CE) of the Bhandarkar Oriental 
Research Institute (BORI) was completed in 47 years 
(1919-1966). Five articles deal with it and all of them 
criticise it. Jhanavi Vidhur holds that the CE “satisfies 

BOOK REVIEW

Mahabharata Manthan
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not Indian readers but European scholars.” It 
“delegitimised the traditional reception of the MB as a 
Dharmashastra and a Mokshashastra”. As a combination 
of kavya and Shastra, it should be studied with the 
commentaries.

Pradip Bhattacharya's essay approaches the CE through 
the attempt to strip Draupadi. It is a veritable storehouse 
of information. He points out that the CE did not study 
several important versions e.g., the Nepali palm-leaf mss, 
the Razmnama, the Arabic translation etc. He lists 
inconsistencies, contradictions and repetitions in the CE, 
underlining the need for revision. He cites from the epic 
and other Sanskrit works to establish that Draupadi was 
never stripped by Duhshasana. Still the CE includes it. 
His well-laid arguments can hardly be ignored. The essay 
has some remarkable pictures. The CE has excised many 
portions of the Harivamsha even though Indian tradition 
has held it is part of the MB.

Harindranath and Purushottaman explain why it is called 
the “Khila” of the epic and critically look at the excisions. 
They examine eight sections in detail and claim that these 
should never have been removed. Though too long, the 
essay is rich in information.

Abhay Singh holds that history is made by incorporating 
both historical facts and cultural truths. The methodology 
CE adopted has risked missing out the cultural truths of 
that society. The MB is like a free-flowing river, an oral 
tradition, gathering stories and facts as it travels, 
reflecting the social and individual values of the time. It is 
therefore futile to try to get to the root. So, the CE is just 
another version. “The best way is to let the streams of 
diversity flow unabated without diverting.”

BVK Sastry urges identification of monuments related to 
the epic and preserving them. The problem is that these 
must be validated by textual references. His point about 
the revision of the CE is well-taken. A long essay, full of 
insights and an engrossing read.

Heramb Chaturvedi shows how the Indian system of 
writing history is more comprehensive than the 
European.

The Vasisthas, the Bhrigvangiras (Veda Vyasa included) 
and sutas were responsible for the development of the 
historical and the sacred traditions.

Frederick Smith in a fascinating article writes about the 
development of the regional MBs through the ages. The 
everdeveloping local and oral versions are as important 
as the CE. The Pandava Lila performances or Panduan of 
Garhwal has roots in Indian religious culture that are “so 
deep that the Paharis themselves are barely aware of its 
extent.” The actors identify with the epic characters, 
“acting as magnetic centres through whom the local 
people see and identify with their deep history.” Thus, in 
Raithal village near Bhatwari the actor who performed as 
Arjuna for 40 years, decided to pass on his role to his son. 
The procedure he followed was almost exactly the one 
described in Brihadaranyaka and Kaushitaki 
Upanishads.

JN Ravi traces the geographical information contained in 
what he identifies as the Jaya section of MB (from 
Bhishmaparva till Sauptikaparva, the duration of 
Sanjay's cosmic sight). He identifies locations of the 
epic, regions, mountains, rivers, oceans, with the 
present, with charts and maps, ignoring information that 
appears unreasonable and exaggerated. It is a long essay, 
simply written, devoid of technical jargon and full of 
interesting information.

Bhuvan Vikrama writes about cities in Panchala times 
archaeologically (Ahichhatra, Sravasti, Mathura, etc). 
The excavations reveal they developed mostly following 
the Arthashastra plan. But how can we be sure that these 
remains are of the epic cities? The essay does not contain 
any such evidence. It has interesting plates depicting the 
excavations. Yvette Ram Rani Dosser, in an emotional 
article, rues the negative and mocking attitude of 
occidental Indologists and occi-centric Indian scholars 
and historians towards Indian ethos and traditions.

Alexis Pinchard takes the discussion to the rarefied 
sphere of theology, ontology and philosophy. He 
declares that MB is a story of tangible and intangible 
heritage ~ the intangible world of gods and the tangible 
world of their human avataras, born to fulfil some 
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purpose. The intangibles know their avataras but the 
tangibles do not know their intangible selves. That 
enables the human tragedy to be played out.

Indrajit Bandyopadhyay travels through the maze of 
Vedic-Puranic literature to find the similarities between 
Draupadi and the Vedic Vak-Sarasvati. He shows how 
Draupadi, Krishna, Brihati, Pandita, a dynamic, strong, 
bold woman must have been the inspiration for the 
Vedic Vak-Sarasvati, another Krishna, Brihati, 
“majestic among the mighty ones,” protector, a 
dynamic woman who is also the goddess of war, wealth 
and power. The “lost Sarasvati” of the Vedas is indeed 
the “lost Draupadi” of MB, both suffering narrative 
loss. Bandyopadhyay delves into the scriptures, 
sometimes so deep that it becomes difficult to keep up 
with him, to establish their real as well as spiritual and 
metaphorical identities. He describes Draupadi 
beautifully: Brihati essence in an anushtup body. So is 
Sarasvati. A very erudite and remarkable essay.

Jana Bandyopadhyay compares two Draupadis ~ 
Bharavi's (Kiratarjuniyam) and Vyasa's. Quoting 
copiously she narrates how Bharavi depicts the 
aggressiveness of Draupadi's character and how Vyasa 
portrays multiple aspects of her character as a learned, 
compassionate, considerate and understanding wife. 
She points out that “Draupadi is capable of shattering 
patriarchal norms and stereotyped boundaries” and that 
“she is a bold and determined kshatriya woman 
representing the status and empowerment of woman in 
ancient India”.

Misra wonders why the MB, the Pancham Veda, is 
shunned in Indian homes. If it is for fratricidal wars, 
Ramayana too has them, viz., Bali-Sugriva, Ravana-
Vibhishana. She argues Akbar's Razmnama names the 

epic as a book of war for the first time. In Ramayana, the 
rift between brothers is only among non-humans, a 
sideissue, whereas in MB that is central to a royal family. 
The MB is too close to us! One notices a problem in the 
essays.

Most of the authors state that Jaya consisted of 8800 
shlokas, Bharata 24000 and MB more than a lakh. The 
vulgate clearly mentions that the 8800 verses are the 
riddling, knotty verses strewn through the epic to 
confuse Ganesha. Vyasa created Bharata samhita first 
with 24000 verses and later increased it to 60 lakh of 
which one hundred thousand was meant for the human 
world, to be recited later by Vaishampayana.

A rose must have its thorns. Why repeat the Introduction 
in the second volume? A table of contents would have 
sufficed. More careful editing and proofreading were 
required. Lack of this has rendered some articles 
somewhat unintelligible. The e-mail of authors is a good 
idea. A few lines about each author would be very 
helpful. One major problem is that most of the Sanskrit 
texts quoted are not translated. Most readers have little 
or no knowledge of Sanskrit and diacritics. Since they 
cannot follow the meaning of the verses, much of the 
arguments of the writer are lost on them. Another 
problem is use of technical jargon without an 
explanation. These essays become fairly obscure to the 
reader.

The Draupadi Dream Trust and its untiring chairperson, 
Misra, deserve congratulations for their valuable 
contribution towards establishing the epic's date and 
historicity and revising the CE. They have organised 
three manthans and a lot of amrita has already appeared. 
The volume of information and insights presented in 
these two beautiful volumes is phenomenal.
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List of Programs 2017 - 18

April 2017 - Jan 2018 Advocacy for Indraprastha New Delhi Draupadi Dream 
Archaeology Park Ministries of Culture, Trust

Urban Development  

April 2017 - Nov 2017 Successful Advocacy for Draupadi Dream  
Exposure & Preservation of Archaeological Survey Trust 
Excavated Site at Purana Qla.  of  India

April 2017 - till date Advocacy for revamp of Purana Min of Tourism Draupadi Dream 
Qila Light & Sound Show  Trust

th st
19  - 21  May 2017 Mahabharata Manthan IGNCA, New Delhi Draupadi Dream 

Trust

th19  July 2017 Inauguration of Mahabharata IGNCA Gallery and Min of Culture,  
Manthan  Exhibition and Auditorium, Janpath ICCR,  IGNCA,  
International Conference New Delhi ICHR

st
 19th - 21  May 2017 International Conference Lecture Room, IGNCA Min of Culture, 

Mahabharata Manthan: A Critical Man Singh Road, ICCR,  IGNCA, 
Revisit to the Tangible and New Delhi ICHR 
Intangible Heritage    

19th July - 31st July Exhibition Titled Journey through Twin Art Gallery IGNCA MOC, IGNCA 
Dwapara Era

th13  Oct 2017 Mahabharata Manthan’s Cultural India International Centre Min of Culture, 
Program DUKH DRAUPADI KA  New Delhi

th10  Feb 2018 Cultural Program ARMY House Draupadi Dream                             
DUKH DRAUPADI KA Trust

th
15  February 2018 Purana Qila Excavation Site Visit New Delhi Draupadi Dream 

Trust

th th14   March to 6 Cultural Program on Draupadi Sangeet Natak Academy Snageet Natak   
April 2018 Press Meet LKO, UP Academy MOC 

Kathak Dance Presentation   Govt of India, 
SNA Dept of 
Culture UP, SAIL

2017-18 Some published articles   
(a) Book Review of Indraprastha 
Revisited  
(b) Article on Cultural Heritage 
By Ms. Neera Misra 

Date Program Title Venue Support
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1. April – Nov 2016 Advocacy for Indraprastha New Delhi Culture, Draupadi
Archaeology Park Ministries of Dream Trust

Urban  Development

2. April – Nov 2016 Advocacy for Exposure & Archaeological Draupadi   
Preservation of Excavated Survey of India Dream Trust
Site at Purana Qila

3. April – Nov 2016 Advocacy for revamp of Purana Min of Tourism Draupadi  
Qila Light & Sound Show and Dream Trust 
enhancement of Site Museum

4. April- Aug. 2016 Advocacy and conversion of Kampilya Draupadi
computer Training Centre into CSC  Dream Trust

th5. 20   Oct 2016 Book Release  by Hon’ble New Delhi Draupadi 
Culture Minister Dream Trust

6. 18th Nov 2016 Inauguration of eight Days’ Purana Qila Min of Culture, 
Indraprastha Festival Exhibition ICCR,  ASI

7. 22nd – 23rd Nov International Conference National Museum Min of Culture, 
2016 on Ancient Indraprastha  New Delhi National Museum

8. 22nd Nov 2016 Cultural Evening: Draupadi National Museum Min of Culture,  
Antarkatha New Delhi National Museum

th
9. 7  - Dec 2016 Promoting Indraprastha with Bangaluru Draupadi  

a special lecture Dream Trust

th
10. 30  - Dec 2016 A special Day with a Special Her residence Draupadi 

Woman – Tara Gandhi New Delhi Dream Trust 
Bhattacharya

th11. 16  - Feb  2017 Women Power –Interacting with New Delhi Draupadi 
activist Taslima Nasreen Dream Trust

th12. 26   March 2017 Cultural Evening: IGNCA New Delhi Draupadi 
Draupadi Antarkatha Dream Trust & 

IGNCA

S.No DATE PROGRAM TITLE VENUE SUPPORT

List of programme 2016 - 17
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1. 29th May- The Mahabharata
1st June 2015 Kolkata Exhibition & Lecture Min of Culture & ONGC

 2. 3rd June 2015 Kampilia Kampilia visit to welcome Draupadi DreamTrust 
Organizer team, for evaluation (Mahabharata Shodh

Sansthan)

3. 24th June 2015 Lucknow Meeting with Chief Minister Draupadi Dream Trust
and Secretary Tourism for (Mahabharata Shodh
Kampilya Development Board, Sansthan)
Mahabharata Tourism

4. July 2015-March New Delhi Research & Advocacy for Draupadi Dream Trust
2016 INDRAPRASTHA (Mahabharata Shodh

Sansthan)

5. Dec 19th – 21st Lucknow Mahabharata Festival Govt of Uttar Pradesh 
2015 Dept. of Tourism

6. April 2015 - Kampilia IT Education - Ongoing Survey Draupadi Dream Trust
 March 2016 & evaluation

7. April 2015 - New Delhi Ongoing General work for Draupadi Dream Trust
March 2016 women’s status

S.No DATE PLACE PROGRAMME SUPPORTED BY

List of programme:  2015 - 2016
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DATE PROGRAMME SUPPORTED BY

April- 2014 to March Exploratory Research Varanasi, Kampilya
2015 for Standardizing the Bulandsher, Delhi

Manufacturing &
Packaging Process of
‘Aloo Papad’

IT Resource Centre

Pilot Project DRZ
Resource Centre

Evaluation Visit of
Kampilya

Mining the myth of India Today
Draupadi Article

16th Feb 2015 Meeting with Shri Lucknow Draupadi Trust
Akhilesh Yadav,
Honorable Chief
Minister of State of
Uttar Pradesh

26th-28th May 2015 3rd International IIC, New Delhi Ministry of Culture,
Seminar of Draupadi ICCR, SAIL
Trust “The Indus-
Saraswati (Harappan)
Civilization vis-a-vis
The Ròigveda”

VENUE

List of programme: 2014 - 2015
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S.No DATE VENUEPROGRAMME SUPPORTED BY

1. Kampil visit Draupadi Trust

th2. 15  Dec 2013 Inauguration of Panchal Maha Dilli Haat, INA Min of Cul GOI,  
Utsav ONGC, Handloom 

Commission 
Min of Textiles,
 GOI), SAIL

th
3. 16  Dec 2013 Panel discussion- Revisiting India IIC, Min of Cul GOI,  

Draupadi, & Exihibiton on International Center ONGC ,Handloom 
Panchala Desha  Commission (Min of 

Textiles, GOI), 

th4. 17  Dec 2013 Crafts Exhibition Dilli Haat, INA Min of Cul GOI, 
ONGC, Handloom 
Commission (Min of 
Textiles, GOI), SAIL

th
5. 18  Dec 2013 Seminar on significance of India IIC, Min of Cul GOI,  

Panchala Desha International Center  ONGC ,Handloom 
Commission (Min of 
Textiles, GOI),

th
6. 18  Dec 2013 An evening of poetry- Kavita ki India Min of Cul, ONGC,   

Shaam Panchali ke Naam International Center HUDCO, IGL

th
7. 19  Dec 2013 Closing ceremony- Dilli Haat, INA Min of Cul, ONGC,

Folk traditions of Panchal Handloom Commission

th
8. 15  Jan 2014 Lecture on Is Mahabharata India  

Myth, Science or History International Center IIC

nd
9. 2  Feb 2015 Holistic empowerment of Amity Kampil Draupadi Trust 

students & Gram Sabha 
functionaries.

rd10. 23  Feb An Honour for Draupadi Trust Mainpuri, UP Draupadi Trust
 initiatives

List of programme: 2013 - 2014
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DATE VENUEPROGRAMME SUPPORTED BY

th th26  -27  April 12 Int’l Seminar on Mahabharata VIF, New Delhi Ministry of Culture, ICCR, 
ONGC, GAIL, NTPC & 
VIF (Venue Support)

May Visit to Kampilya Computer  Trust 
Center

st
1  June 2012 ‘ Dacoits, Mafia & Temples IHC Unitech & IHC  

Restoration’ .. (venue support)
Dr.K.K.Mohammad Lecture

th
15  Aug Field visit to Kampilya Kampilya, Sifai, UP Draupadi Trust

th  
21  Aug. 2012 Yadain Bismillah –A Tribute II CC ONGC  & IICC  

to Bharat Ratna Ustad New Delhi (Part Venue Support) 
Bismillah Khan Sahab

th  
 27  Aug. 2012 Myth about Aryan Invasion toIndia IIC, New Delhi IIC (venue support)  

Prof. B.B. Lal’s Lecture 

nd th
22  Nov- 20   Mahabharata Exhibition ASI Children’s Govt. of Delhi NCT,  ASI 
Dec. 2012 Museum New Delhi GAIL, NMDC & ONGC

th14  Dec 2012 Inspection visit ..Computer Center Kampilya, UP Kampilya 
Power Grid 

th4  Feb 2013 Program with Sri Sri Ravi Shankar Gandhi Smriti, Gandhi Smriti & ICICI Bank 
New Delhi  

March Visit to Zardozi Cluster Kampilya Draupadi Trust

List of programme: 2012 - 13
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S.No DATE VENUEPROGRAMME SUPPORTED BY

th1 4  April 2012 Release of Special Software for IHC New Delhi MLA, DIT, Ministry of  
Artisan community-Khaka Communications & IT 
(Design & Pattern) makers

th2 9  April 2011 Technology integration for Craft Kampilya DST
persons , Special Designing Software  

th3 5  May 2012 Inauguration of Kampilya Kampilya DT 
Excavation Project with ASI-
Lucknow University

th4 7  May, 2011 Health Camp with Apollo Delhi Breast Cancer Patient Benefit 
Hospital in Kampilya  Foundation, Apollo Hospital  

 & Draupadi Trust

th5 13  May 2011 1) Inauguration of DT Farrukhabad Farrukhabad DST, DTPowergrid, 
Centre for Technology Integration for 
Artisans with Special Designing 
Software –
2) -Installation of new Systems at 
Kampilya

th6 13  June 2011 Advocacy for Promoting Cultural Kampilya, D T 
Tourism Project—visit of Secretary Dist Farrukhabad  
Culture, Govt.U.P.& Survey of 
Excavation Project 

th7 24  June 2011 Survey of Design Software at Kampilya, Shamshabad & DT 
Technology integration Projects Farrukhabad
for Artisans-Project at Kampilya,
Farrkhbad & Shamshabad  

nd8 2  August 2011 Participation at Amity University, Noida Amity University
Noida (Department of Social Work)

List of programme: 2011 - 12
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S.No DATE VENUEPROGRAMME SUPPORTED BY

rd9 3  August 2011 Presented Paper on “Women in Delhi DT 
Politics: Reservation Debate”  
at a National Workshop New Delhi, 
organisers Women’s Studies Research 
Centre, University of Calcutta

th10 6  August 2011 Survey for establishing Solar Kampilya, DT
Light Station – Kampilya Area Gujarpur, Rokari

th11 19  August 2011 Cultural Program- Delhi SAIL / LIC
Kavita Ki Ek Sham, 
Rashtra Ke Naam

th12 11  December 2011 Awareness Camp for Artisans Kampilya DT 
Registration Benefits at Shamshabad

th13 4  January 2012 Participation in Farrukhad Farrukhabad DT 
Maha Utsav

th14 15  January 2012 Distribution of Solar Lights in Kampilya TERI&  DT 
Gujarpur & Rokari Villages of 
Kampilya Area

th15 18  January 2012 Survey of Excavation Project Kampilya Pvt. Donar &DT

th th16 9 &10  February 2012 Visit to Banaras for DST Project Banaras DST

th17 25&26  March 2012 GPR Survey by  I.I.T Kanpur Team Kampilya Pvt.Donar & DT 
for Draupadi Trust
(Archeology project)

List of programme: 2011 - 12
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Project/Program Name Date & Year Grant/Support From

Tourism development project

An explanatory study on Gotra & Khap 
research on basic issues

Amritsar visit for DST presentation 
members of Draupadi trust were invited to 
present the project for funding on 
technology integration on Uplifting Socio – 
economic status of Zardozi craft persons 
th rough  sc ience  and  t echno logy  
intervention and training.

Policy of Proactive & Effective use of Mass 
Media and different Communications 
channels for Gender Equality Sensitization.

Floods of Kampilya 

Ajmer Visit 

International Seminar & Publication ‘How 
Deep are the roots of Indian Civilization? 
An Archaeological and Historical 
Perspective’

Pilot Project DRZ Resource Center at 
Shahpur Jat New Delhi (Deployment of 
CHIC Software for Designing by crafts 
persons with the aim of Integrating 
Technology with Traditional craft and crafts 
persons)

Excavation Project with Lucknow 
University(under sanction of ASI)

Farukkhabad- Field trailof chic software as 
pert of Pilot project with MLA

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

st thApril 1  - 5  2010

May - June 2010

th st
July 30 -31  2010

th th
August 5  - 6  2010

October 2010

st ndOctober 21  & 22  2010

th th
November 25  - 27  2010

stJanuary 21  2011

th th
March 4  & 5  2011

th th
March 25  - 26   2011

Draupadi Trust 

Draupadi Trust

Department of Science & 
technology, ministry of science 
& technology GOI

National Commission of 
Women

 
Members of Draupadi Trust 

Draupadi Trust

Ministry of Culture GOIICCR, 
POWER GRID, Indian Oil 
Corporation Ltd., ONGC, 
NTPC, SAIL

Draupadi TrustSoftware 
provided by Media Lab Asia 

Draupadi Trust

Draupadi Trust

List of programme: 2010 - 11
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S.No DATE VENUEPROGRAMME SUPPORTED BY

1. April Visit by English Designer Delhi  
Simmone, for products 

th 2. 24 April 09 Geo-Tourism Project

3. May 4th 09 Visit to Lucknow - Tourism Lucknow 
Project  

th
4. June 20  09 Alcoholic Health Camp at Delhi 

Shahpur Jat 
(Interviews of women)

rd
5. July 3   09 Presentation for Research Project Delhi

rd6. August 23  09 Bhakti Ballet Delhi SAIL, GAIL

th
7. August 29  09 SIFI visit to Kampilya Kampilya SIFI

nd
8. September 22  09 Etawa Program Itawa

th9. October 7  09 Book Release Delhi

st
10. November 1  2009 Visit to Kurukshetra Haryana

rd
11. December 3   2009 Environment Festival with Youth, Delhi Min of Enivironment & 

Forests,NTPC

th
12. December 16  2009 Foreign Students visit to Kampilya,  

Kampilya Farrukhabad

th13. 8  January 2010 Visit to Kampilya for 
Tourism Project update

th14. February 10  2010 Role of Ayurveda for Rural IIC, N Delhi AYUSH 
Women Healthcare

15. March 2010 Computer Trainings at 
District Farrukhabad 

Order of programs in Report

Annual Activity 2009 - 2010
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DATE PLACE VENUEPROGRAMME

th th
April 14 -17 Fusion Arts-East is East & West is Visual Arts Gallery Draupadi Trust,  

West India Habitat Centre, VAG & GAIL 
New Delhi

th
8  May’ 08 Role of Ayurveda (Rural) Women Gandhi Samriti, Tees Ayush Dept,  

Health Care Januray Marg, New Delhi Min of Health

                                                                                                                                
th thMay 16 -17  ‘08 Exploratory visit to Kampilya with Kampil, UP Draupadi Trust 

NISTAD

th
June 17 , 2008 Ayurveda for Basti people of NCR Buddha Park, Noida Draupadi Trust 

at Noida

th
rdAug. 8  2008 3  Seminar on “Role of Media in Awas Vikas Hall, NCW, Min of WCD,  

Women Empowerment” Lucknow SAIL

th11  Sep. 2008 Annual Seminar ‘Media & IIMC, New Delhi NCW, IIMC, 
Women’ & Release of Annual Report Draupadi Trust

th
28  Sept. 2008 Applied Vedic Culture for IHC, Lodhi Road, Draupadi Trust  

Modern Living New Delhi

th10  Nov. 2008 Visit to Lucknow Lucknow, UP

December 2008 LIC Camp for Policy “Jeevan Shahpur Jat, Draupadi Trust, LIC 
Madhur”For Shahpur Jat Residents. New Delhi

th st
 25  -31 Jan.’09 Imitative Clothing project for New Delhi Draupadi Trust 

Kampilya Women

th st
th20  -21  Feb. ‘09 4  Seminar on  “Role of Media in CSJM University, NCW, Min of   

Women Empowerment” Kanpur, UP WCD,

th th13  - 14  Community Radio Service Solan Himachal Min. of I & B
 

March.09 Solan Visit Pradesh

List of programme: 2008 - 09
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1 a- Dr. Swaminathan’ Felicitation 26th April 2007  New Delhi

b-   Dr. Swaminathan’ Felicitation 26th April 2007 Pusa Institute

2 BHARAT NIRMAN AWARDS given to 30th April 2007 New Delhi 
 Ms. Neera Misra

3 Visit to Farrukhabad for Magazine Launch May May Farrukhabad

4 Participation Technical consultant at 16th May 2007 Lucknow 
USAID intrahealth Vistra Project Conclave 
on ‘ Delay of marriage and birth’

5 SISI Workshop inaugurated in Farrukhabad  
Skill Development for Beauticians

6 Research visit to Uttarakhand 9-12th June 2007 Uttarakhand

7 Visit to Hill Campus of Pant 10th June 2007 Uttarakhand
Nagar Agriculture University for 
Opportunities for Hill Women  

8 Research visit to chandigarhand the hill July 2007 Chandigarh 
station of Kasuali

9 Participated as Technical Consultant at 12th 14th Aug. 2007 MSSRF, Chennai
USAID National Nutrition Conclave

10 Seminar on ‘ Role of Media in  Women 31st Aug. 2007 New Delhi 
Empowerment’- Release of Annual Activity Report

11 Organized Visit of Foreign students’ 7th Sept. 2007 Gyan Shakti Noida
interns for the Basti Education Project

12 Resource Persons at the International 27th Oct-2nd Nov.’07 Gandhi Smirti
Alliance of Women of AIWCC Conference New Delhi

13 Assistance visit for organizing 26th Dec.-11th Feb.’07 Fatehgarh, Sarojini     
Computer Programme Nagar Kampilya

14 Interaction with Women involved  in FAO Nov. 2007 Kampilya 
Project of HERBAL Medicinal Plants

15 Workshop on Skill Development for 26th Dec. 2007 Kampilya 
Herbal Medicinal Plants

16 Skill Development in Repair and 26th Dec. 2007 Kampilya
maintenance of Electronic Gazettes  with 
support of DST

17 Resource person at Seminar on 24th Dec.2007 Delhi  
Consumer Awareness

18 Monitoring visit to Kampilya 5th Jan 2008 Kampilya

19 Seminar on “Role of Media in Women 28th Jan 2008 Chennai
Empowerment”

List of programme: 2007 - 08
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April 2006 Study on Development Opportunities Tourism Kampilya 

th26  April 2006 Inauguration of Computer Training for Under Vinay Nagar Bengali 
 Privileged School New Delhi

May 2006 Continuation of Computer Training program & Farrukhabad, Delhi, 
Tailoring, Stitching & Embroidery Training  Kampilya

th th
13  & 14  May 2006 Workshop on Entrepreneurial Opportunities  in Farrukhabad

Ayurvedic products

th20  May 2006 Selection Camp for National Women Football Teams Farrukhabad

th
29  may 2009 Inauguration of Computer Training Centre Village Pura,  

Kanhera, Agra

23 June 2006 Workshop for Herbal Cosmetic on Direct Farrukhabad 
Marketing & Multi Level Marketing

th
29   June 2006  Tree Plantation Panchsheel. New Club. 

New Delhi

June, July & Aug. 2006 Continuation of Computer Training Program Kampilya Village, Agra, 
& Tailoring, Stitching & Embroidery Training  Farrukhabad, Delhi

July 2006 Launch of Greeting Cards (2006-07) Delhi

th
16  Aug. 2006 Seminar on Development Opportunities in Convention Hall, The

Industry for Entrepreneurs &  Job  Seekers  Ashok  New Delhi

Oct. & Nov. 2006 Study Report on Women of Rural Area of  Sitamarhi (U.P) Sitamarhi

th th4  & 5  Nov. 2006 National Conference on Agricultural Promotion & Pant Nagar University 
Development

th th
14  to 17  Jan 2007 Study Report on Women of Rural Area of Ranichauri Ranichauri (Uttaranchal)

th nd12  to 22  Feb. 2006 National Women Football Championship DPS R.K.Puram, 
New Delhi

nd
  22  Feb. 2007 Exhibition Match to commemorate Anniversary of kasturba DPS R.K.Puram,

New Delhi

nd
 22  March 2006 Interactive Program on “Role of Art in Panchsheel Club, 

Social Empowerment” New Delhi
 

List of programme: 2006 - 07
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2002 to 2003 Swot Analysis Kampilya  Village

2003 to 2004 Frequent Travel to locations, Interaction with Community  Kampilya Village 
and Local Administration, Ideation, Risk Management

April to Dec. 2004 Research on Kampilya, Swot Analysis Kampilya Village

th th
10 , 11  Oct. 2004 Workshop on Food Processing Kampilya Village

th  18  Jan.2005 A Day of Joy for Kampilya, inauguration of Draupadi Trust Kampilya Village 
Computer aided Training Centre

th20  Feb. 2005 Computer Training Workshop Deaf Culture Festival of Kampilya Village 

th14  Feb. 2005 India Cum Conference of  Deaf Women 

th
19  Feb. 2005 Management EDP Training & Awareness Program Farrukhabad 

Workshop(Basic Computer Workshop)

th 
16 to 31st March 2005 Computer Training Workshop (MS Dos) Kampilya 

th th21   to 26  March 2005 Computer Training Program (Tally) Farrukhabad

th  th
28 ,29  March 2005 Workshop on Zardozi – “A Fashion Handicraft” Kampilya

th th
24  & 25  April 2005 Workshop Marketing (Business ideas in Trousseau, Farrukhabad 

Gift packing & Candle making)

st th
1  April to 15  May 2005 Computer Training Workshop Kampilya

th th
9  &10  April 2005 Workshop Preservation & Packaging (Food Processing) Kampilya

th 25 April 2005 Tailoring & Embroidery Centre Inauguration Kampilya 

th th
4  &5  May 2005 Workshop Ayurvedic -Herbal Medicines/Products Potential Farrukhabad & Kampilya 

th th
25  & 26  May 2005 Workshop  Cost & Finance Processing Enterprise Agra UP

th th28  & 29  May 2005 Zardozi & Fashion Handicraft Workshop Kampilya 

th th
16  May to 30  June 2005 Computer Training Workshop Kampilya

st st
1  July to 31  July 2005  Computer training  Workshop Kampilya

List of programme: 2003 - 06
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nd th
2  May 05 to 15  Jan 06 Card Project National Capital Region

st31  July 2005 Painting Competition for Female Artists New  Delhi

th th5  & 6   July 2005 Workshop on “Effective Communication Skill for Agra
Entrepreneurs)

rd th23  to 25  July 2005 Workshop on Personality Development for Entrepreneurs Farrukhabad

August 2005 Computer Training Workshop Kampil

st1  to 30 Sept 2005 Computer Training Workshop Kampil

rd th
3  to 30   Oct.2005 Computer Training Workshop Kampil

st th
st31  Oct. to 5  Nov. 2005 1  National Sports for Deaf Women Delhi

th th  7  to 30  Nov.2005 Computer Training Workshop Kampil

th th  
8  to 10  Dec.2005 Cultural Tourism Development Workshop Kampilya

st th
1   to 30   Dec. 2005 Computer Training Workshop Kampilya

th st  5  to 31  Jan.2006 Computer Training Workshop Kampilya

rd th
3  to 25  Feb. 2006 Computer Training Workshop (DTP-PageMaker) Kampilya

th th  
13  &14  Feb.2006 Program Empowerment of Rural Women Via Gandhi Samriti, Tees

thCommemorating 60  Anniversary Celebrations of Hazari Marg, 
Kasturba Gandhi National Memorial Trust New Delhi

th14  Feb. 2006 Construction of Polyhouse awarded by Food & Kampilya Village
 Agriculture Organization (UNDP)

st st1  to 31  March 2006 Computer Training Workshop Kampilya

th
11  March 2006 Visit to Dilli Haat Delhi

th
th  10  March to14  March 06 Visit of some Foreign Benefactors Delhi 

List of programme: 2003 - 06
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2002 to 2003 Swot Analysis Kampilya  Village

2003 to 2004 Frequent Travel to locations, Interaction with 
Community and Local Administration, Ideation, 
Risk Management Kampilya Village

April to Dec. 2004 Research on Kampilya, Swot Analysis Kampilya Village

th th
10 , 11  Oct. 2004 Workshop on Food Processing Kampilya Village

th18  Jan. 2005 A Day of Joy for Kampilya, inauguration of Draupadi Kampilya Village 
Trust Computer aided Training Centre

th
20  Feb. 2005 Computer Training Workshop Deaf Culture Festival Kampilya Village

th th10  to 14  Feb. 2005 India Cum Conference of Deaf Women

th19  Feb. 2005 Management EDP Training & Awareness Program Farrukhabad 
Workshop (Basic Computer Workshop)

th st16   to 31  March 2005 Computer Training Workshop (MS Dos) Kampilya 

st th21   to 26  March 2005 Computer Training Program (Tally) Farrukhabad

th th
28 , 29  March 2005 Workshop on Zardozi – “A Fashion Handicraft” Kampilya

th th24  & 25  April 2005 Workshop Marketing (Business Ideas in Trousseau, Farrukhabad
Gift Packing & CandleMaking)

st th
1  April to 15  May 2005 Computer Training Workshop Kampilya

th th9  &10  April 2005 Workshop Preservation & Packaging (Food Processing) Kampilya

th
25  April 2005 Tailoring & Embroidery Centre Inauguration Kampilya 

th th
4  & 5  May 2005 Workshop Ayurvedic -Herbal Medicines/Products Potential Farrukhabad 

&Kampilya 

th th
25  & 26  May 2005 Workshop  Cost & Finance Processing Enterprise Agra UP

th th
28  & 29  May 2005 Zardozi & Fashion Handicraft Workshop Kampilya 

th th16  May to 30  June 2005 Computer Training Workshop Kampilya

st
1  July to 31th July 2005  Computer training  Workshop Kampilya

List of programme: 2002 - 05
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Draupadi Dream Trust Chairperson-Trustee Neera Misra, 
Trustees, Advisors, Members and volunteers convey their 
deep gratitude to all the sponsors, donors and supporters 
who have helped us to organize our programs and achieve 
our goals. Their support has facilitated our efforts to make 
substantial progress in our research and implementation 
initiatives for women/ youth empowerment and 
promoting our deep rooted cultural and historical heritage 
wealth.

We express our deep heartfelt gratitude to Hon’ Shri 
Pranab Mukherjee, former President of India for gracing 
our Book Release function and blessing Devi Draupadi. 
We thank his office for facilitating his presence.

We express our deep heartfelt gratitude to Hon'ble Vice 
President of India Shri Venkaiah Naudu for agreeing to 
Release the Felicitation Volume books in honor of Prof B. 
B. Lal and also acknowledge with gratefulness his 
generous hospitality at his residence. We are highly 
grateful to Shri Prashant Reddy, Private Secretary to 
HVPI, Shri Ashok Dewan Joint Secretary HVPI and Shri 
Vikram ji,  for their help in making this program a success. 
We also thank the staff of HVPI office for their 
cooperation. 

We convey our heartfelt gratitude to General (Dr) Bipin 
Rawat for gracing our Ganga Exhibition and sharing his 
valuable views on significance of preserving the sanctity 
and purity of River Ganga. His gracious presence much 
enhanced the status of the Festival. We thank his office for 
the cooperation in making his participation possible.

We were blessed to have the holy presence and spiritual 
blessings of Jagatguru Shankaracharya of Shardapeethum 
Kashmir, at the inauguration of Ganga Utsav, and express 
our gratitude for gracing the program.

We acknowledge, with gratitude the support extended by 
the IGNCA, for associating with the Ganga Utsav and 
extending support by providing Venue for the Conference 
and Exhibition and partly hosting the scholars who 
participated in the conference. We also express our 
gratitude to the Chairman IGNCA Shri Ram Bahadur Rai 
for gracing our Ganga Conference. We are also highly 
grateful to Member Secretary IGNCA Dr Sachidanand 
Joshi for extending all support and actively participating 
in the Inauguration and Closing ceremonied with all his 
colleagues. 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

We are grateful to the National Mission for Clean Ganga, 
for providing part sponsorship for the Ganga Exhibition, 
and express our gratitude to Shri Rajiv Ranjan Rai DG 
NMCG and Shri Rajiv Kumar, Executive Director for 
supporting the program and also participating in the 
Exhibition. 

We acknowledge with thanks the partial assistance given 
by the Ministry of Culture for the Ganga Conference. We 
also thankfully acknowledge part support by ICHR for the 
Ganga conference. 

These small islands of support made it possible for us to 
organize the Ganga Utsav within limited means, but 
reasonable success. 

We are very grateful to all the scholars who participated in 
the Ganga Conference and acknowledge their knowledge 
support for this auspicious program.

We convey our very special thanks to the Officials of 
IGNCA for their cooperation and also acknowledge the 
cooperation extended by Dr Molly Kaushal and Shri 
Abhay Mishra in smooth coordination and timely 
assistance for overcoming the challenges and hurdles in 
organizational work Our thanks also to all the staff at 
IGNCA, notably Jai Singh and the Guards who were 
always most cooperative. We also thank the IGNCA Guest 
House staff for helping us.

We are also very grateful to Ms Ramola Kumar, Director 
Delhi School of Communications and her wonderful team 
of students who took charge of many activities and helped 
in smooth organization of this memorable program. We 
also thank the team of students for contributing in the 
organizational work and helping making the programs so 
successful.

We take this opportunity to thank our advisors, Chartered 
Accountants, legal advisors, bankers for their cooperation. 
We are especially indebted to many student volunteers of 
DU, Amity University, Delhi School of Communications, 
their Directors, Faculty and for their kind help in all our 
endeavors. Thanks also to our designers and printers.

I also thank the staff and supporters at Kampilya 
Computer Center and Delhi office for working under 
challenging conditions to make the work of the Trust 
successful and meaningful.
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Committee Members (2018-19)

Advisors

Honorary Members

Uttar Pradesh

Kampilya

Founder Trustees

Legal Advisors

Auditors & CA

Accounts Advisors: 

Office support

Regular Interns & Volunteers 

Prof. B.B. Lal, Padmashree, Former DG ASI, Renowned Archaeologist
Lt. Gen. N.S. Malik, PVSM (Veteran) Former Deputy Chief of Army Staff
Lt. Gen. (Retd) Vishnu Kant Chaturvedi 
Smt Stuti Kacker, Secretary(Retd) Govt of India
Air Vice Marshal (Retd) Rajesh Lal
Major General G D Bakshi, Defense Strategist & Author
Dr S. S. Biswas, DG (Retd) National Museum
Dr B R Mani, DG (Retd) National Museum

Ms Vasudha Kapoor Duggal, Former Corporate Executive in IT Company
Ms Mamta Sharma, Artist (Jamia Univ)
Ms Anita Bembey, Travel Business Entrepreneur 
Prof Ramola Kumar, Dean- Delhi School of Communication
Dr. Raakhee Mehra, Director, Deppt. Of Ayush  Ministry of Health & FW GOI 
Ms Sunita Nijhawan, Law Graduate   

Dr Sujata Chaturvedi, Reader, Christ Church College (Kanpur UP) 
Ms Bhawna Gupta, - Coordinator Uttar Pradesh (Farrukhabad)
Gunjan Chaturvedi, Educationist, Kaimganj, Dist Farrulhabad UP
Shri & Smt Anurag and Mansi Didwani (Lucknow)

Shri Nitin Misra, Farmier-Businessman,  Kampilya, UP
Shiv Shakti Saini, Teacher Draupadi Trust Computer Center

Smt Urmila Saini 
Shri Nitin Misra, Farmier-Businessman,  Kampilya, UP

 Miss. Neera Misra, a (1994) SIDBI selected Entrepreneur, turned Social Entrepreneur,

 Mr. Rakesh C Misra, an NRI since 1975, Entrepreneur (PreFab Construction business)    

Shri Ashok Nijhawan
 Shri Markand P Singh, Adocates Supreme Court

 Anand K.Mathur & Co.

Shri Pratul B.Mathur, Shri Ajeet Mathur

 Anju Ghatani, Raju Saini, Jitendra Dixit, Subhash Sharma.

Amity University students
Delhi University students
Pearl Institute of Fashion Technology students
Prashant Chauhan, Asst Prof Amity Univ, UP
Abhishek Bhatnagar, former student IIT, IMA (A), Professional

Zardozi Artisans-Salim Bhai, Tarik, Arshad, Khushboo, Heena
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